Abstract. Neural networks have played an important role in intelligent medical diagnoses. This paper presents an Improved Constructive Neural Network Ensemble (ICNNE) approach to three medical diagnosis problems. New initial structure of the ensemble, new freezing criterion, and a different error function are presented. Experiment results show that our ICNNE approach performed better for most problems.
Introduction
Recently, using artificial neural network (NN) for medical purposes has been shown to be an interesting topic. Most of the work has been focused on achieving better classification performance. A NN ensemble (NNE) consisting of several individual NNs seemed to be quite suitable for this purpose [1] . But the generalization abilities of both NN and NNE are highly influenced by their architectures. On the other hand, there is no rule to design a best NN architecture. So in most applications, NN design is a tedious trial-and-error process. It requires a designer to have a lot of prior knowledge about the problem. Constructive Algorithm for training a NN is one of the solutions to constructing ideal NN architectures which starts with a small network and dynamically grows its size to a near optimal one. But applying this technology to the ensemble design was only recently considered, called Constructive Neural Network Ensemble (CNNE) [2] . CNNE uses incremental training, in association with evolutionary algorithms and negative correlation learning, to determine a set of satisfactory architectures [2] . Different from many other training algorithms, CNNE adjusts both the connection weights and the structure of the ensemble. Therefore, it can automatically design and train a satisfactory NNE.
However, some details in CNNE can also be further improved, e.g., initial structure, freezing criterion, and error function for classification problems. In this paper, we will modify these details and present an improved CNNE (ICNNE) to three medical diagnosis problems, i.e., breast cancer, diabetes, and heart disease. The results are compared with previous intelligent medical diagnosis studies.
Negative Correlation Learning
In NNE training, most of the previous methods followed two stages: first train individual NNs, and then combine them to form an ensemble [3] . Usually, all individual NNs were trained sequentially and independent of each other. In this way, one NN in the ensemble may be quite simular to others. In order to uncouple individual NNs in the ensemble, a more attractive new technology, called Negative Correlation Learning (NCL), was presented by Liu and Yao [1] . Different from the previous methods, NCL trained all the individual networks in the ensemble simultaneously and each network interacted with others through a correlation penalty function [1] [3] . These interactions reflecting negative correlation learning emphasised on diversity among different NNs [3] . The major steps of NCL are summarized as follows:
Let M be the number of individual NNs in the ensemble, given a training data set of size N , where
Step 1: Compute the output of the each individual F i (n) in the ensemble. Calculate the output of ensemble F (n) according to:
Step 2: Use individual outputs and ensemble output to define the penalty function p i by the following equation:
Step 3: Add penalty term to error function, the new error function for each individual NN in ensemble is given by:
where the λ is used to adjust the strength of penalty.
Step 4: Use backpropagation algorithm with the new error function to adjust the weights.
The ICNNE Algorithm
In this section, we will describe our ICNNE algorithm in detail. We divide all the sample patterns into three parts, 1/2 for training the NNE, 1/4 for the validation set, the rest for testing. The major steps of this algorithm are summarized as follows:
Step 1: Get a minimal NN architecture The algorithm starts with a minimal NNE architecture, i.e., an individual NN with three layers, and only one node in the hidden layer. The number of the input nodes is the same as the number of elements in one training pattern. The number of output nodes is depended on how many different classes the problem has. Randomly initialize all connection weight in a certain small range. Label this NN with Q.
Step 2: Train NNE via NCL Train the NNE by using the NCL algorithm.
Step 3: Compute the error on the validation set Use current ensemble to compute the error of the ensemble on the validation set. The ensemble error is defined as the following cross-entropy:
If the ensemble error E is acceptable, less than a pre-defined small value, stop training. Otherwise, the NNE is not trained sufficiently or the ensemble architecture is insufficient [2] , the ensemble architecture should be modified, in other words, the architecture should grow.
The error of every unlabeled individual NNs were compared with the E i of previous epochs, if the error constantly descends, save weight matrices of current ensemble. Otherwise, if the error constantly increases, which means the NN is over-fitting, get back to the previous weight matrix and freeze this NN.
So in this step, the validation set will be used to calculate both the individual NN error E i and ensemble error E. E i is used for determined whether this individual NN should be frozen or trained further. E is used to determine whether the NNE error is acceptable or not.
Step 4: Add a hidden node to the labeled NN First, add a hidden node to the labeled NN if the criteria for nodes addition is reached, and for halting network construction is not reached, then go to Step 2, get ready for further training.
Step 5: Add a new minimal NN architecture When the criteria for halting network construction is reached, the labeled NN has reached the maximum number of hidden nodes. So we need add a new minimal NN in the ensemble. Label new NN with Q. Go to Step 2, get ready for further training.
There are three major differences between our ICNNE algorithm and original CNNE. First, original CNNE started with two minimal individual NNs. But the best structure is problem-dependent. Sometimes, a single NN can solve the problem very well and we do not need to add another one in order to achieve an ensmble. Second, in orginal CNNE, the previous trained NNs were immediately frozen when a new NN was added. But these previous NNs may not be trained sufficiently. Third, orginal CNNE used the most common error function, sum-ofsquares error function, for all the problems. In our ICNNE algorithm we use the cross-entropy error function since it is better for our medical diagnosis problems.
To sum up, the algorithm tries to minimize the ensemble error first by training, then by adding a hidden node to an existing NN, and lastly by adding a new NN [2] . After training, a near minimal ensemble architecture with an acceptable error is found. More details of the training algorithm are described as follows.
Conditions for Nodes Addition and Network Addition
We use simple criteria to decide when to add hidden nodes to a Q-labeled NN and when to halt the modification of the NN and to add a new network to the ensemble.The contribution of an individual NN is defined by:
where C i is the contribution of an individual NN i, E is the ensemble error including NN i, E i is the ensemble error excluding NN i.
Hidden Nodes Addition
Add a new node the labeled NN when it can not improve the contribution to the ensemble by a threshold, , after a certain number of training epochs, indicated by r. The number of training epoch r is specified by a user. The criterion is tested for every r and can be described as
A mutation operator will be applied for hidden nodes addition process. Two nodes are created by splitting an existing node [2] , the weight of the new nodes are mutated as:
where W represents the weight vector of the existing node, and W 1 is the weight from input to hidden layer, W 2 is the weight from hidden to output layer, β is the mutation parameter. The value of β can be either a user specified fixed number or a random one, but it should be within a certain small range. One significant advantage of applying evolutionary algorithm to nodes addition process is that the new NN can maintain a better behavioral link with its predecessor, thus we don't need to adjust the weights of the connection to the new node [2] .
Network Addition
Following the criteria of contribution, we will add a new network when the labeled NN fails to improve contribution after the addition of a certain number of hidden nodes, m h . In other words, add a new NN when the following is true,
When there is only one NN in the ensemble, we add new nodes and another NN after fixed numbers of epoch.
Experiment Resluts
The classification performance of our ICNNE algorithm is tested on three medical diagnoses problems. The medical databases used in this paper were obtained from the UCI Machine Learning Repository (ftp://ice.uci.edu) [4] . The characteristics of dataset are summarized in Table 1 . 
Experiment Setup
The input attributes are rescaled to between 0 and 1. One bias node with a fixed input of 1 was used for the hidden and output layers, and the activation function for hidden and output layers were both logistic sigmoid function. The connection weights were randomly initialized in between -0.5 and +0.5. The mutation parameter was set to 0.2, the strength of penalty was to 0.5. m h was choosen to 4, r to 30, to 0.35. The output of ensemble was the simple averaging. We repeated our simulations 30 times in each test. when a new NN with one hidden node and random initial weights was added to the ensemble, there is a sharpe increase in the validation error. But eventually, with the increase of the number of both NNs and training epoches, the validation errors gradually reduced to a satisfactory level. This shows the NNE generally outperforms a single NN. Because the initial error of heart disease problem is quite small, at the first few training epochs, when adding untrained nodes, the validation error may be increased (right figure).
Results and Comparison
The ICNNE method is compared with some other approaches on three medical diagnosis databases in Table 2 . The other data were obtained from [2] . The results show that ICNNE can generally achieve better performance for most of the problems. ICNNE performs the best for diabetes and heart disease problems. But for breast cancer problem, CNNE is the best. Since the breast cancer problem is a relative easy one, it is difficult for ICNNE to further improve the result [2] .
Conclusions
We have proposed an improved constructive algorithm to automatically design a near minimal NNE in this paper. In this approach, users only needed to specify two most important parameters (m h and r). Comparing with some previous work [2] , less prior knowledge was requested from users, and a relative better performance was obtained.
